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abstract, patent
  described, 47
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  patent search, 66
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  organisation, 292
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arbitrary trade mark, 190, 210
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aroma, registration of, 28
drawn, prior
examiner’s objection, 120–125
narrowing of claim, 134
patent application, 80–81
patent search, 64
patentability test, 48–49
artist, 29, 165
artwork. See also specific types
copyright benefits, 165
copyright limitations, 168
patent benefits, 46
permission for use, 175, 176
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asset
attorney payment, 35
defined, 10
inventory, 22–23
licensing basics, 254–256
reasons for protection, 20
unrecognized ownership, 22
assignee, 56, 74
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commissioned work, 173, 174
defined, 17, 252
versus licence, 258–260
patent search, 71
atlas, 173
attention, of customer
marketing language, 195, 196
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attorney
authorised patent applicants, 73–74
confidentiality obligations, 18
contractual procedures drafts, 29
examiner meeting, 129
importance of, 31–32
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interview questions, 33
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patent search, 63, 69, 71
professional organisations, 292
registered design applications, 150
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selection, 32–33, 34, 77
trade mark application, 228
trade mark search, 212
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attorney, international rights
copyright, 250
described, 39
patent application, 239, 242, 247
patent filing, 105–106
registered design, 249
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aural impact, 200
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availability search. See trade mark search
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book
  - copyright assignment, 14, 283
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  - patent laws, 115
  - protected expression, 161
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  - licensing provisions, 258
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<td>cease and desist notice, 268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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  - described, 182, 183, 220
  - trade mark application, 225 |
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  - attorney confidentiality obligations, 18
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  - patent search, 69, 71 |
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  - patent search, 66–67
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importance of, 27
loss of trade mark, 231
registration, 28
trade mark application, 226
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competition
  licensing legalities, 260
  patent function, 44
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  trade mark protections, 185

compilation, 173
complexity, of work, 155, 156
compulsory licence, 263
computer program
  copyright benefits, 163
  copyright law, 14, 27, 162
  copyright limitations, 168, 282
  patent alternatives, 58
  patent requirements, 46
computer programmer, 29
concrete benefit, of product, 195, 196
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confidentiality. See also trade secret
  attorney conduct, 18
  company executives, 30
international patents, 238, 241
patent application process, 86, 279
pending patents, 110–111, 117

conflict of interest, 35
confusion, likelihood of
  described, 187, 191
infringement test, 266–267
trade mark evaluation, 214–217
trade mark registration, 222
trade mark search, 213

conjunction, 94
connotative wording, 203–204
Consolidated Foods company, 187
contractor
  contractual procedures, 29–30
  copyright ownership, 25, 172
third-party contribution management,
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contractual procedure, 29–30
contractual rights
  advantages of patents, 45
  assignment versus licence, 258–260
  basic licence elements, 254–258
  copyright limitations, 167
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employed inventors, 17, 29–30
examples of, 17
international patents, 236, 237
joint copyright, 170–172
licence types, 251–254
licensing strategy, 261
musical compositions, 262–264
pending patents, 110
trade mark protections, 186–187
contributor, to invention, 55, 74
Convention priority date, 241
conveyance, 174
coursebook, 173
copyright
  author types, 154
  automatic assignment, 14
  benefits, 162–165
  categories, 158–159
commissioned work, 172–174
computer programs, 14, 162
contractor ownership, 25
contractual procedures, 29, 252
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excluded items, 159–160
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frequently asked questions, 281–284
idea/expression distinction, 13, 160–162
infringement test, 266
international use, 18, 250
joint ownership, 170–172
limitations, 166–168, 281–283
musical composition, 264
versus patent, 58–59, 154
permissions, 175–176
registered designs, 148
requirements, 154–157
symbol, 154
transfers, 174
Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988, 148, 158, 264
copyright licence, 252
Copyright Licensing Agency, 176
corporate attorney, 32–33, 39
corporate branding. See trade mark
counterfeit product, 186, 271, 272
court. See infringement
creativity, 155, 198
credibility, 51, 120
criminal penalty, for infringement, 71
Cugnot, Nicolas (inventor), 90–91
cybersquatter, 271–272

dance choreography, 29, 159, 173
database search
   patents, 65, 67–68
   trade marks, 211–212
de Sivrac, Mede (inventor), 91
death, of copyright owner, 172
decoration
   copyright, 59, 157
   registered design, 142
   trade mark, 28
defective product, 227, 258
definite article, 94
definition, of product/service, 208
DEFRA (patent protection group), 45
Demand for International Preliminary Examination form, 246
derivative work, 163–164, 171
descriptive language
distinctiveness of trade mark, 209
naming of trade mark, 189–190, 198–200, 286
patent application, 94
design. See also registered design
copyright protection, 157
patent alternatives, 59
product identifiers, 15
trade mark registration, 224
design patent. See patent
destruction, of work, 165
dictionary, 94
digital audio transmission, 165
directory, 173
disability, copyright owner with, 172
disclaimer, 226
disclosure, patent
   international rights, 239
   application, 81, 88, 278, 280
   claim, 134–135
discovery, legal, 269
distinctiveness, of trade mark, 187–191, 209, 214
distribution, of work, 164
documentation
   licence records, 259
   patent application, 60, 96–97
   trade mark confusion, 267
domain name, 221, 271–272
drafting service, 145
dramatic work, 158, 163, 166
drawing, of invention
   described, 47
   invention development, 60
   patent application, 82, 86, 97, 98
   patent search, 67
   registered design application, 144–148, 149
drawing, original. See artwork
duplicating work
  copyright benefits, 163
  copyright limitations, 168
frequently asked questions, 281, 282, 283
infringement test, 266
duration, of licence, 256
Dyson, James (inventor), 141, 291
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EAPO (Eurasian Patent Office), 242, 246
EasyGroup companies, 180
education
  commissioned works, 173
  fair use issues, 167–168, 281
  trade mark audience, 197
electronic search, 65, 67
embellishment
  copyright, 59, 157
  registered design, 142
  trade mark, 28
employee, as inventor
  acquisition and protection strategy, 22, 26, 29–30
  contractual procedures, 17, 29–30
  copyrights, 154, 172–174
  patents, 55, 56, 280
  recordkeeping of inventions, 26
  trade marks, 286
  trade secrets, 24
enabling disclosure requirement, 278
enabling factor, 88, 127
encyclopaedia, 173
English Patents Court, 269
EPC. See European Patent Convention
ephemeral recording, 168
EPO. See European Patent Office
epoline, 86
equivalent structure, 92
errata notice, 133, 135
esp@cenet patent database, 65, 67
ethics, 46, 222
Eurasian Patent Office (EAPO), 242, 246
Eurasian Patent Organisation
  (PCT region), 107
European Commission, 18
European Patent Convention (EPC)
  (PCT region)
    patent application, 107, 108
    patent filing, 110, 127
European Patent Office (EPO)
    patent application, 86, 107, 108
    patent filing, 243
    patent search, 65, 67
Evian (bottled water), 184
evidence, trial, 269
exaggeration, 203
examiner, UK-IPO
  patents, 129
  registered designs, 146
  trade marks, 227–229
examples section, of patent
  application, 83
exclusivity clause, 255
executive, company, 30
expression, of idea
  copyright protection, 160–162, 283
  defined, 13
  versus idea, 13, 160–162
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fact, 160–162
fair use, 167, 281
fanciful trade mark, 190
Federation Against Copyright Theft
  (FACT), 290
fees
  attorney costs, 36–38, 108–110
  international patent rights, 109–110, 237, 242
  trade mark application, 227, 228
  trade mark renewal, 230
fees, maintenance
described, 38
international patents, 110, 237
payment procedures, 135–137
field and territory, of use, 208
filing patent
  accelerated novelty search, 102
  common mistakes, 280
costs of, 108–110, 278–279
date of, 79
deadlines, 102–103
guides and checklists, 100–102
multiple filings, 117–118, 127
patent pending time, 110–111, 137
process overview, 78–87
publication date, 104–105
receipt of, 86, 101, 116
UK-IPO letter, 118–128
UK-IPO process, 115–117
film
copyright benefits, 163, 164
copyright categories, 158
musical licences, 262, 264
final refusal, 228, 229
financial contributor, 74
fixed creation, 155, 174
fixed fee, 38
flag, 222
foreign trade mark register, 212–213
formatting, of specifications, 85
franchise, 17, 186, 254
franchisee, 254
franchisor, 254
freelance operator, 172
functional limitation, 92, 156–157
furniture, 226
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generic claim, 118, 121
generic name
  branding blunders, 201
  versus distinctive trade marks, 188–189, 209
loss of rights, 231
genus, 118, 121
geographic location, 197, 256
global economy, 211, 236
goodwill
  defined, 33
  trade mark functions, 185, 187
  trade mark search, 207
Gowers Review of Intellectual Property (UK), 291
grace period, 280
grammatical rule, 93–95
graphic logo
  assessment of, 27
  asset inventory, 23
  examples of, 14, 15
  function of, 183
  registration, 28
  service identifiers, 15
  trade mark examples, 195–197
  trade mark naming blunders, 287
group, UK-IPO, 115
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Haberman, Mandy (inventor), 141
The Hague Agreement (International Deposit of Industrial Designs Agreement), 248
handout, 164
Harrington, Juliette (inventor), 109
Henry VI (king), 11
HM Revenue and Customs (protection service), 186, 272
horseless carriage, 90–91
How to Apply for a Registered Community Design (UK-IPO), 149
humour, 200
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Iceland, 108
idea
  copyright protection, 160–162, 283
  defined, 13
  versus expression of idea, 13, 160–162
  patentable invention, 126
Ideas 21 network, 292
illustration. See artwork; drawing, of invention
imagination, 198
imation, 203, 287
immoral material, 222
imported product, 222
improvement, versus invention, 253
impulse buying, 216
income, royalty
defined, 16
described, 21, 256
exclusive versus non-exclusive
licence, 21
musical compositions, 262–263
patents, 45, 236
payment variations, 256–257
reports, 257
rights assignment, 259
independent contractor
contractual procedures, 29–30
copyright ownership, 25, 172
third-party contribution management,
24–25
industrial applicability test, 48, 54
infringement. See also legal issues
claims writing, 92
described, 12
international patents, 236
legal options, 268–273
patent application, 277–278
patent benefits, 46–47
patent publication, 102, 104
patent search, 71–72
test of, 265–268
trade mark protections, 184–191
trade mark registration, 221, 222, 231
trade mark search, 207
UK-IPO functions, 114
infringement search, 71–72
injunction, 24
injury, 261
Innocent beverages, 195
Institute of Patentees and Inventors, 292
Institute of Trade Mark Attorneys (ITMA)
contact information, 292
corporate versus patent attorney, 33
trade mark examination, 228
trade mark search, 212
instructional manual, 23, 173
insurance, litigation, 12, 261, 271
Intellectual Property Awareness Network
(IPAN), 292
intellectual property (IP)
defined, 9–10
history of, 11
Intellectual Property Office (UK-IPO)
attorney search, 34
contact information, 289
correspondence with, 115–116, 118–128
described, 114–115
errors and omissions, 133
examiner meeting, 129
fees, 2, 109
function, 44
governing manuals, 115
history of, 11
How to Apply for a Registered
Community Design, 149
international rights, 105, 238–239,
239, 249
multiple patent filings, 117–118
patent application, 11–12, 46, 85, 86, 87
patent filing guides, 100–101
patent filing process, 113, 115–116
patent publication, 116–117
patent search, 65
Patents and Designs Journal, 104
PCT patent application, 106, 107
registered design application, 144–148,
146, 149
trade mark application, 227–229
trade mark registration, 220
trade mark search engine, 205, 211–212
Tribunal Practice Notices, 115
Work Manuals, 115
intellectual property rights (IPR).

See also specific protections
importance of, 6
limited use of, 17–18
purpose of, 19–21
interest, transfer of, 174, 260
International Deposit of Industrial Designs Agreement (The Hague Agreement), 248
international patent. See also patent attorneys, 37, 39, 239, 242, 247
basic rules, 238–239
benefits and drawbacks, 235–238
evaluation of patent worth, 131–132
filing date, 87, 106–108, 239, 241, 247
filing fees, 109–110, 237, 242
limits to use, 18
location of filing, 240–248
online application, 107
search, 246
UK IPO procedure, 117
international rights
copyright, 18, 250
registered design, 143, 248–249
international rights attorney
copyright, 250
described, 39
patent application, 239, 242, 247
patent filing, 105–106
registered design, 249
international trade mark. See also
trade mark application, 249
recognition of mark, 211
registration, 221
symbols, 229–230
trade mark search, 208–210, 211–213
International Trade Mark Classification system, 208, 226–227, 228
Internet
infringement actions, 271–272
music downloads, 262–263, 264
online filing, 86, 107
trade mark search, 210–211
introduction, to publication, 173
Inventing For Dummies (Jackson and Robinson), 291
invention
defined, 11
versus improvement, 253
inventory, 22–23
multiple patents, 117–118, 127
ownership issues, 22, 55–56
patent functions and requirements, 44–51, 54
patent preapplication steps, 49–51, 53–60
patent search criteria, 63
recordkeeping system, 26
trade-secret policy versus patent, 26–27
invention, novelty of
examiner’s objection, 120–122
patent filing, 101, 102
patent requirements, 54
patent search, 64–71
registered design application, 144–145
invention-assignment clause, 56
invention-development service, 37
inventive step, 48–49, 54
IPAN (Intellectual Property Awareness Network), 292
IPR. See intellectual property rights
ITMA. See Institute of Trade Mark Attorneys
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Jackson, Peter (Inventing For Dummies), 291
Jacob, Robin (judge), 77
James Dyson’s History of Great Inventions (Uhlig), 291
jargon, 88, 285
jewellery, 226
job, inventions at
acquisition and protection strategy, 22, 26, 29–30
contractual procedures, 17, 29–30
copyrights, 154, 172–174
job, inventions at (continued)
  patents, 55, 56, 280
  recordkeeping of inventions, 26
  trade marks, 286
  trade secrets, 24
John of Ulynam (owner of first patent), 11
joint inventor, 74
joint ownership, 170–172
judge, 207
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Kit-Kat candy, 190
Kodak (camera company), 180, 191

• L •
lack-of-clarity objection, 119
lack-of-enabling objection, 127
lack-of-novelty objection, 120–122
lack-of-utility objection, 119–120
Lafarge SA/Company Secretary of
  Redland PLC (company), 28
language
  database searches, 212
  generic trade marks, 188–189
  international patents, 106, 108, 242, 243
  international trade marks, 249
  loss of rights, 231
  original trade marks, 198–204
  registered designs, 149
  trade mark naming blunders, 285–286
  trade mark objections, 229
  trade mark report, 228
language translation
copyright, 163, 174
EPO patent applications, 243
fees, 108, 109, 237
international patent applications, 106,
  109, 237
  trade mark disasters, 204
lapsed patent, 136–137
Latin American country, 240
law of nature, 46, 126
Law Society (legal organisation), 292
lease/sale, of rights
  advantages of patents, 45
  assignment versus licence, 258–260
  basic licence elements, 254–258
  copyright limitations, 167
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  examples of, 17
  international patents, 236, 237
  joint copyright, 170–172
  licence types, 251–254
  licensing strategy, 261
  musical compositions, 262–264
  pending patents, 110
  trade mark protections, 186–187
leather product, 226
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legal issues. See also infringement
company name, 14
international trade mark search, 208
power of trade mark, 194
trade mark functions, 183
legislation. See specific laws
Lego trademark, 191
LES (Licensing Executives Society Britain
  and Ireland), 292
letter, from UK-IPO, 118–128
lettering, 224
lexicon, 173
liability insurance, 261
library, 168
licence
  versus assignment, 258–260
  basic elements, 254–258
  defined, 17, 251
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  exclusive versus non-exclusive, 21
  international patents, 236
  licensing strategy, 261
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licensee, 251, 261
licensing agency, 176
licensing arrangement, 187
Licensing Executives Society Britain and Ireland (LES), 292
licensor, 251
Liechtenstein, 108
likelihood of confusion described, 187, 191
infringement test, 266–267
trade mark evaluation, 214–217
trade mark registration, 222
trade mark search, 213
limitation, 92, 93
linking phrase, 93
literary technique, 199, 200
literary work
benefits of copyright, 164, 165
categories of copyright, 158
limitations of copyright, 166, 168
patent exclusions, 46
protected expression, 161
registered copyright, 283
literature, promotional
patent specification, 89
power of trade mark, 194–197
search for trade mark, 215
trade mark functions, 184
trade mark naming methodology, 197–200
litigation. See infringement
lobbying, 292
logo
assessment of, 27
asset inventory, 23
examples of, 14, 15
function of, 183
registration, 28
service identifiers, 15
trade mark examples, 195–197
trade mark naming blunders, 287
loyalty, brand, 185

\( \textbf{M} \)

maintenance fee
described, 38
international patents, 110, 237
payment procedures, 135–137
manual search, 67
manufacturer, as licensee, 261
manufacturing method, 93
market position, 184, 240
marketing firm, 194
marketing material
patent specification, 89
power of trade mark, 194–197
search for trade mark, 215
trade mark functions, 184
trade mark naming methodology, 197–200
Markush claim, 92
mask work, 159
mathematical discovery, 46, 126
McDonald’s restaurant, 181, 187
means-plus-function form, 92
Mechanical Copyright Protection Society (MCPS), 176, 262
mechanical licence, 262, 263
mediation, 268, 271–272
medical invention, 46
merchandising, 187, 253
microcircuit mask designer, 29
Microsoft (technology company), 17
Miller Brewing Company, 201
minimum performance clause, 257
Monaco, 108
monopoly, 17–18, 260
moral right, 165
motion picture
copyright benefits, 163, 164
copyright categories, 158
musical licences, 262, 264
Music Publishers Association (MPA), 262
music writer, 29
musical composition
  benefits of copyright, 163, 164, 165
  copyright categories, 158
  copyright requirements, 155, 156
  licensing agreements, 262–264
  limitations of copyright, 166, 282
  permission for use, 175, 176
  must fit/must match principle, 147
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  company, 221, 226, 231
  inventor, 133, 202, 245
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national patent application, 105–106, 109
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new matter, 134–135
news report, 167
Nike (sportswear company), 180
non-analogous art, 123, 124–125
non-disclosure agreement, 18, 261
non-exclusive licence, 21, 255
non-obviousness test, 49–50, 70
Norway, 108
notary, 258–259
note-taking, 60, 96
notice of allowance, 118
novelty, of invention
  examiner’s objection, 120–122
  patent filing, 101, 102
  patent requirements, 54
  patent search, 64–71
  registered design application, 144–145
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  patents, 118–128
  trade marks, 227–229, 230
obviousness objection, 122–126

obviousness test, 49–50, 70
odor registration, 28
Office Africaine de la Propriété Industrielle (OAPI), 242, 246, 248
Office for Harmonisation within the Internal Market (OHIM)
  contact information, 290
  international trade mark application, 249
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  registered design application, 148, 149–150, 248
  registered design grace period, 143
  Official Letter (OL), 118–128
  Online Classification Keys (reference book), 69
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  onomatopoeia, 200
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Organisation Africaine de la Propriété Industrielle (PCT region), 107
original work of authorship (OWA)
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  benefits, 162–165
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  commissioned work, 172–174
  copyright transfers, 174
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  defined, 13, 154
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  joint ownership, 170–172
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  copyright, 59, 157
  registered design, 142
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packaging, 28, 59
painting, 165
pantomime, 159
paper product, 226
Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property (Paris Convention of 1883), 241–242
part-of-the-action fee arrangement, 35
passing-off laws, 180, 185–186
patent. See also international patent
advantages and disadvantages of, 57
components of, 47
contractual rights, 45, 110
versus copyright, 58–59, 154
defined, 10, 11, 43–44
ersors and omissions, 133, 134–135
evaluation of worth, 131–132
expiration date, 44, 45
function of, 44–45, 75
infringement test, 267–268
invention requirements, 45–46, 53–56
legal books, 115
legal fees, 36
maintenance fees, 38, 110, 135–138
number, 137
prosecution, 75, 113
renewals service, 137
simpler alternatives, 57–59
versus trade mark, 59, 186
versus trade secret, 26–27
patent application
attorney, 76, 83, 87, 95–98, 279
checklist, 100–101
confidentiality, 86
goal of, 75
legitimate applicants, 73–74
mistakes to avoid, 277–280
number, 115
overview of, 11–12
patent search results, 70
patentability argument, 89–90
phases of, 75
preapplication considerations, 51, 53–60, 76–78
publishing of, 104–105, 116–117
sample application, 294–306
specification disclosures, 88–89, 98, 278
patent attorney. See attorney
patent claim
application form, 83–84, 86, 90–98
described, 47
infringement test, 267–268
multiple inventions, 118
narrowing of, 133–134
patent search, 66–67
Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)
application process, 243–248
benefits of, 244
described, 243
examiner’s objections, 127
filing date, 87
international patent filing, 106–107, 109
online applications, 86
patent search, 67
patent disclosure
international rights, 239
application, 81, 88, 278, 280
claim, 134–135
patent filing
accelerated novelty search, 102
common mistakes, 280
costs of, 108–110, 278–279
date of, 79
deadlines, 102–103
guides and checklists, 100–102
multiple filings, 117–118, 127
patent pending time, 110–111, 137
process overview, 78–87
publication date, 104–105
receipt of, 86, 101, 116
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UK-IPO process, 115–117
Patent Information Centres (PATLIB), 67, 290–291
patent licence, 253
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patent search
advantages and disadvantages of, 62–63
attorney’s opinion, 63
complexity of, 64
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infringement search, 71–72
international search, 246
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patent specifications, 65–67
professional service, 34, 69
results, 70–71
state-of-the-art search, 71
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patent search, 65–67
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